
Sensor «Escort DGV-200» is intended to accurately measure the 
distance to an object using an ultrasonic signal. It is used to control 
the position of units, and seeding depth.

ULTRASONIC PROXIMITY SENSORS 
ESCORT DGV-200

REQUIRES NO SENSOR AND TARE 
CALIBRATION

MEASURED VALUE TRANSMITTED 
VIA DIGITAL INTERFACE IN 
CENTIMETERS



LIQUID NITROGEN
FERTILIZERS 
SPRAYING
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Complying with the seeding depth 
requirements is one of the important 
factors for obtaining a good yield, as 
different crops require different seeding 
depth due to their unique biological 
features. The task of depth uniformity 
maintenance  is being solved by 
ultrasonic proximity sensor «Escort DGV 
200» by measuring the distance from 
the seeding machine platform to the 
ground. The lower the  platform, the 
larger the seeding depth.
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SAWING QUALITY 
CONTROL
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Liquid nitrogen fertilizer in gaseous state 
is necessary to introduce on a depth of 15 
to 20 cm. In case of the deviations the soil 
treatment effectiveness decreases drastically. 
«DGV-200» helps to distribute gaseous 
fertilizer to a depth in accordance with the 
given norm. The operating principle of «DGV-
200» while spraying nitrogen fertilizer is 
exactly the same as in the conventional grain 
sowing: a sensor is mounted on the seeding 
machine platform and the ultrasonic signal 
allows to control the distribution of nitrogen 
fertilizer spraying depth.

Planting Quality control /
Escort DVG-200

Control of locations
mileage, motor hours /
GPS / GLONASS tracker



SPECIFICATIONS
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Distance measurement range

Measurement resolution

Communication interface

RS-485 signal range

Frequency range

Consumption current

Power supply voltage range

Ingress protection

Operating temperature range

20 - 400 cm

1 cm

RS-485

20 - 400

320 - 700 Hz

30 мА 

9 - 36 V

IP67

-60 - +85 °С

24/7 TECHNICAL 
SUPPORT

FREE TESTING OF 
ANY EQUIPMENT


